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ABSTRACT

Background: This systematic overview reports findings from systematic reviews of randomized controlled trials
of pharmacological and non-pharmacological interventions for behavioural and psychological symptoms of
dementia (BPSD).

Methods: The Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, DARE, Medline, EMBASE, and PsycINFO were
searched to September 2015.

Results: Fifteen systematic reviews of eighteen different interventions were included. A significant
improvement in BPSD was seen with: functional analysis-based interventions (GRADE quality of evidence
moderate; standardized mean difference (SMD) −0.10, 95%CI −0.20 to 0.00), music therapy (low; SMD
−0.49, 95%CI −0.82 to −0.17), analgesics (low; SMD −0.24, 95%CI −0.47 to −0.01), donepezil (high;
SMD −0.15 95% CI −0.29 to −0.01), galantamine (high; SMD −0.15, 95%CI −0.28 to −0.03), and
antipsychotics (high; SMD −0.13, 95%CI −0.21 to −0.06). The estimate of effect size for most interventions
was small.

Conclusions: Although some pharmacological interventions had a slightly larger effect size, current evidence
suggests functional analysis-based interventions should be used as first line management of BPSD whenever
possible due to the lack of associated adverse events. Music therapy may also be beneficial, but further
research is required as the quality of evidence to support its use is low. Cholinesterase inhibitors donepezil
and galantamine should be trialled for the management of BPSD where non-pharmacological treatments have
failed. Low-quality evidence suggests that assessment of pain should be conducted and a stepped analgesic
approach trialled when appropriate. Antipsychotics have proven effectiveness but should be avoided where
possible due to the high risk of serious adverse events and availability of safer alternatives.
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Introduction

Dementia is an age-related condition and as the
proportion of older people in the population
increases, the prevalence of dementia is also
expected to increase (Alzheimer’s Disease Interna-
tional, 2015). Dementia is primarily characterized
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by a gradual decrease in cognitive functioning.
As people living with dementia experience this
decline, their ability to communicate and to
express their needs deteriorates and their unmet
needs may be expressed as changed behaviors,
or behavioral and psychological symptoms of
dementia (BPSD). BPSD is a broad term for
behaviors and neuropsychiatric symptoms which
may be experienced by people living with dementia,
including mood disorders, depression, agitation,
psychosis, sleep disturbances, anxiety, apathy, dys-
phoria, aberrant motor activity, hallucinations, and
delusions (Lyketsos et al., 2000). These symptoms
are common among people with dementia and
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may affect nearly all people with dementia at some
point (Savva et al., 2009). The prevalence and
severity of different symptoms of BPSD is likely to
vary depending on the person’s level of cognitive
functioning and stage of dementia (Cerejeira et al.,
2012). BPSD has been associated with increased
loss of functioning and has a large impact on health
by reducing quality of life, increasing caregiver
burden, and increasing the costs associated with
dementia care (Moore et al., 2001). Furthermore,
increasing severity of BPSD has also been reported
to be one of the major reasons for a person
with dementia to move to residential care (Steele
et al., 1990). While Alzheimer’s disease is the most
common form of dementia, and is often associated
with apathy and depression, other subtypes of de-
mentia can be associated with different behavioral
change profiles, which may be more prominent
than other cognitive symptoms such as memory
loss. In particular, personality, disinhibition and
mood changes may be the first symptoms
observed in frontotemporal dementia and mood
fluctuations may be prominent in vascular dementia
(Alzheimer’s Disease International, 2009).

Many existing systematic reviews, including a
number of reviews conducted by The Cochrane
Collaboration, exist which summarize the evidence
individually for the wide range of interventions
available to manage BPSD. However, a succinct
summary of the findings of these reviews across
the different types of treatments, including both
pharmacological and non-pharmacological options
has not been conducted. An overview of reviews
is considered suitable in order to summarize the
evidence across the range of interventions (Higgins
and Green, 2011).

Non-pharmacological interventions are recom-
mended as first line treatment for BPSD (Guideline
Adaptation Committee, 2016; National Institute
for Health and Clinical Excellence-Social Care
Institute for Excellence, 2007). However, the high
rate of use of antipsychotics in people with
dementia in residential care settings suggests that
this may not be the case in practice (Chen et al.,
2010). This review of systematic reviews aims to
provide an overview of the effectiveness of the dif-
ferent pharmacological and non-pharmacological
interventions available to treat BPSD, in order to
compare their relative evidence base and likely
magnitude of effect.

Methods

A protocol for this overview of systematic reviews
was registered on the PROSPERO International
Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews (regis-

tration number CRD42016039477). The protocol
provides full details of the methods used and
the only change made to the protocol following
registration was that studies were required to have
an AMSTAR rating of five or greater (from a
possible score of 11) for inclusion. The review
was undertaken in accordance with the PRISMA
statement (Moher et al., 2011).

Inclusion and exclusion criteria

Types of studies

This overview included systematic reviews of ran-
domized controlled trials (RCTs). Only Cochrane
reviews and systematic reviews previously pub-
lished in peer-reviewed journals were eligible for
inclusion. Systematic reviews that were published
in languages other than English or before the year
2000 were excluded. The methods used in this
overview were consistent with methods from a
previous published overview (Laver et al., 2016).

Population

Systematic reviews were included that examined
adults with dementia (of any type including
Alzheimer’s disease) or adults with Alzheimer’s
disease, of any severity or in any setting. Reviews
were excluded if they only examined outcomes for
non-Alzheimer’s disease dementias, for example,
reviews that only examined adults with vascular
dementia as it did not seem appropriate to compare
studies conducted in populations with different
types of dementia due to the varied BPSD profiles.
Although BPSD is prominent in other types of
dementia, previous work had indicated that most
existing reviews were for Alzheimer’s dementia or
mixed dementia subtype populations (Guideline
Adaptation Committee, 2016).

Intervention and comparison

Reviews that examined RCTs of either pharma-
cological or non-pharmacological interventions for
the treatment of BPSD, in comparison to placebo
or usual care, were included. Following review
of recently completed Australian clinical practice
guidelines for dementia (Guideline Adaptation
Committee, 2016) and discussion with clinicians,
the following interventions were considered for
inclusion: pharmacological interventions, including
antidepressants (excluding tricyclic antidepress-
ants), cognitive enhancers (cholinesterase inhibit-
ors or memantine), benzodiazepines, mood stabil-
izers (anticonvulsants/antimanics), antipsychotics,
anxiolytics, analgesics (opioids, paracetamol), or
melatonin; and non-pharmacological interventions,
including functional analysis based interventions
(behavior management), caregiver interventions
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(alone or dyadic), massage, recreation therapy,
cognitive stimulation, exercise, music therapy,
aromatherapy, or psychological therapy.

Outcome

Reviews reporting outcomes as measured on a
recognized global BPSD scale, such as the Neuro-
psychiatric Inventory (NPI), Brief Psychiatric
Rating Scale (BPRS), or the Behavior Assessment
Tool (BAT) were included. Reviews were excluded
if they only examined specific symptoms, such
as agitation or depression as the outcome as
this does not provide a measure of overall
BPSD.

Search strategy and selection of included
studies
The Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews,
the Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effect
(DARE), MEDLINE (including in process and
other non-indexed citations), EMBASE, and
PsycINFO were searched between the year 2000
and September 2015. The MEDLINE search
strategy is included in the online supplementary
information; this strategy was adapted accordingly
for the other databases.

We identified and selected existing systematic
reviews for inclusion and accepted these systematic
reviews as complete. Our methods were consistent
with that described in the Cochrane Handbook
for Systematic Reviews of Interventions (Higgins
and Green, 2011). We did not repeat the
searches, determine eligibility or assess risk of
bias for individual studies, or search for additional
trials.

Two authors (SMD and SLH) independently
assessed citations based on the title and abstracts.
Irrelevant articles were excluded and potentially
eligible articles were categorized by intervention.
Full-text articles for any systematic reviews that
were identified as potentially meeting the eligibility
criteria were retrieved and assessed against the
eligibility criteria by the same two authors. Reviews
were classified by interventions (e.g. antipsychotics)
and discussion occurred between the two authors
regarding the most appropriate systematic review
to include (based on the most recent and highest
quality review). Reviews were required to have an
AMSTAR rating of five or greater to be included.
Reviews that overlapped with the most recent and
comprehensive review were excluded so that studies
were not double counted. Any discrepancies were
resolved by consensus or by consulting a third
author (KL).

Data collection and analysis

Data extraction

Using a predefined data collection form, the
following data were extracted from each paper:
author details, title and year of the review,
number of studies included, search date, and
details of data from included RCTs (types of
participants included, description of intervention,
comparison, global BPSD definition and results,
summary adverse event data). If the systematic
review included data from RCTs and also other
study designs, data were only extracted for the
RCTs. Where a systematic review considered more
than one intervention, only the data relevant to
the intervention included in this overview were
extracted. Where RCTs of studies against a number
of comparators were included, data were extracted
only for the placebo/usual care controlled RCTs.

Quality assessment

Two authors independently assessed the quality
of the included reviews using the AMSTAR (a
measurement tool to assess systematic reviews)
checklist (Shea et al., 2007). The overall quality
of evidence for each intervention was assessed
using the Grades of Recommendation, Assessment,
Development, and Evaluation (GRADE) approach
(Guyatt et al., 2011). Independent assessment was
completed by two authors (SMD and SLH). The
Cochrane Collaboration recommends adopting
the GRADE approach to evaluate the quality
of evidence reported in systematic reviews. This
approach considers the risk of bias of included
studies, directness of evidence, heterogeneity and
precision of results and the risk of publication
bias. The item for risk of bias includes assessment
of methodological quality within the included
RCTs, such as adequacy of blinding, allocation
concealment and completeness of follow-up. Dir-
ectness of evidence considers the applicability of the
patients, interventions, comparator and outcomes.
Heterogeneity (or inconsistency) addresses the
degree of variation in effect size between the
included studies. Precision of results considers
the imprecision in the overall effect estimate,
and thus is based upon the total sample size
in the review. The risk of publication bias can
generally only be assessed when there are sufficient
studies included to enable assessment of this
item. We used the GRADE assessment by the
review authors where this had been conducted,
consistent with Cochrane guidelines for overviews
that recommend quality assessment should be
based on assessments reported in the included
systematic reviews (Higgins and Green, 2011).
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Data synthesis

The standardized mean difference (SMD) from
the review was extracted, when a meta-analysis
reported this. If a mean difference was reported,
we calculated the SMD to enable comparison of
effect estimates across different interventions. If
a review included non-RCTs or studies with a
comparator other than a placebo or usual care then
we extracted data only for the studies which met the
inclusion criteria and a SMD was calculated. We
did not perform a meta-analysis where the review
authors did not pool data due to heterogeneity.
Where a SMD was able to be determined, this was
summarized graphically and a narrative synthesis of
the results provided. Data were not displayed in the
graphical representation for comparison to other
interventions if there were <50 participants in total.
All analyses were completed in Review Manager
5.3.(Cochrane Collaboration, 2014)

Results

The database searches retrieved 4,734 citations.
After exclusion of duplicates, 1,149 citations
from the pharmacological searches and 1,346
citations from the non-pharmacological searches
were screened against the inclusion criteria inde-
pendently by two reviewers. The study selection
process is shown in Figure 1. Fifteen systematic
reviews were included (Table 1). Two reviews were
included for antidepressants; one reviewed studies
of antidepressants for the treatment of depression
(Nelson and Devanand, 2011) and the second
reviewed antidepressants for the treatment of agita-
tion or psychosis (Seitz et al., 2011). The summary
of the pooled estimates of effect are summarized
in Figure 2. The effects of five interventions are
summarized narratively only (Table 2). These are
of (a) aromatherapy (Forrester et al., 2014), (b)
melatonin (Jansen et al., 2011), (c) dyadic caregiver
interventions (Van’t Leven et al., 2013), (d)
reminiscence therapy interventions (Woods et al.,
2005) for which a pooled estimate of the SMD
could not be obtained due to heterogeneity, and
(e) antidepressants for depression (Nelson and
Devanand, 2011), where only a single study (44
participants) reported global BPSD outcomes. A
list of key excluded reviews with reasons is provided
in the supplementary material. No reviews were
included for massage or anxiolytics as no review of
RCTs reporting an outcome of global BPSD of ad-
equate quality (AMSTAR >4/11) was identified.

Characteristics of the included reviews
Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of the
included reviews. One of the reviews examined

more than one intervention and only data for
the interventions included in this overview were
extracted (Seitz et al., 2013). Eight of the
included reviews examined non-pharmacological
interventions and seven examined pharmacological
interventions.

Fourteen of the 15 reviews included people with
any type of dementia and one review included
people with Alzheimer’s disease. The mean age of
participants was approximately 70–85 years old.
The severity of dementia in the study participants
ranged widely, from mild to severe.

Methodological quality
All included systematic reviews scored ≥5 on the
AMSTAR checklist (scores 5–8: n = 6 and scores
≥9: n = 9). Eight of nine reviews that scored
≥9 on the AMSTAR checklist were Cochrane
reviews. The inter-rater agreement is shown in the
supplementary table (available as supplementary
material attached to the electronic version of this
paper at www.journals.cambridge.org/jid_IPG).

The quality of the evidence was higher for
a greater proportion of the pharmacological
interventions (for details see GRADE assessments
provided in the supplementary materials). The
overall quality of the evidence was rated as very
low for three non-pharmacological interventions
(exercise, aromatherapy, and reminiscence therapy)
and one pharmacological intervention (sertraline);
low for three non-pharmacological and three
pharmacological interventions; moderate for two
non-pharmacological and two pharmacological
interventions, and high for four pharmacological
interventions.

Effects of interventions for BPSD
In general, estimated effect sizes were very small
(<0.1) to small (<0.4), with the exception of music
therapy (low quality of evidence) (Figure 2).

Non -pharmacological interventions

Two non-pharmacological interventions signific-
antly reduced measures of global BPSD (Figure 2).
Functional analysis-based interventions had an
estimated 0.1 reduction in BPSD based on
moderate quality evidence (12 studies, 1551
participants, SMD −0.10, 95% CI −0.20 to 0.00)
(Moniz Cook et al., 2012). This effect was only
found post-intervention and it was not significant
at six-month follow-up after the intervention had
ceased (4 studies, SMD 0.00, 95% CI −0.16 to
0.16). Music therapy had a moderate effect size
(SMD −0.49, 95% CI −0.82 to −0.17) based on
low-quality evidence (Ueda et al., 2013).
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Figure 1. (Colour online) Screening and selection of articles for inclusion in the review.

Three non-pharmacological interventions were
not represented in Figure 2 and are summarized
in Table 2. A review of aromatherapy (Forrester
et al., 2014) reported outcomes from two studies;
one study found a significant effect in favor
of aromatherapy (Ballard et al., 2002, 71 parti-
cipants), whereas the other found no significant

difference (Burns et al., 2011, 63 participants).
The authors concluded that there was insufficient
evidence for clear conclusions to be drawn about
the effectiveness of aromatherapy in dementia.

A review of dyadic caregiver interventions for
people living with dementia in the community;
six (806 participants) of the eight studies (1,015
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Table 1. Characteristics of included systematic reviews

review
date of
search

population criteria , age
& dementia severity of
included studies. intervention comparison

outcomes
(measurement
scales used)

quality
appraisal
(amstar)

.......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Non-pharmacological interventions
Cook et al.

(2012)
March 2011 Dementia of any type with BPSD

receiving support or treatment
from mental health workers,
care staff, family, or other
caregivers.

Mean age 74.8–85.
Mean MMSE 12.6–16.8.

Functional analysis-based
interventions
(formulation-led
individualised
interventions aimed at
identifying unmet
need/cause/antecedents
and consequences of
behaviour “ABCs”)

Usual care Frequency of
problem
behaviours (change
in PC, RAGE,
RMBPC, CMAI,
MBCL)

11/11

Forbes et al.
(2015)

October 2013 Majority ≥65 years, dementia
diagnosis.

Mean age 83
Mean MMSE: 8.8.

Exercise programmes, any
length

Usual care or social
contact/activities.

Neuropsychiatric
symptoms (NPI)

10/11

Forrester et al.
(2014)

January 2013 Dementia diagnosis, any type and
severity.

Nursing home residents with
clinically significant agitation

Mean age 78 to 85.

Aromatherapy (using
fragrance from plants),
any dose, frequency, or
fragrance

Placebo
aromatherapy

Behavioural
symptoms
(NPI-total scores)

9/11

Orgeta et al.
(2014)

January 2013 Dementia, any type or MCI
Mean age 76–78
Mean MMSE 20.9; MMSE ≥20

Psychological treatment Usual care Neuropsychiatric
symptoms (NPI,
NPI-Q)

9/11

Ueda et al.
(2013)

February 2011 Dementia diagnosis, any type
Mean age 75–86.
Severity mild to severe.

Music therapy Usual care Behaviour (change,
BSAD scale, NPI,
NPI-Q, CMAI,
ESEP)

7/11
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Table 1. Continued

review
date of
search

population criteria , age
& dementia severity of
included studies. intervention comparison

outcomes
(measurement
scales used)

quality
appraisal
(amstar)

.......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Van’t Leven
et al. (2013)

January 2012 Community-dwelling people with
dementia and their caregivers.

Age not reported.
Mean MMSE 11.0–20.6.

Dyadic psychosocial
interventions

Usual care Behavioural
problems
(Unclear)

5/11

Woods et al.
(2012)

December
2011

Dementia diagnosis, any sub-type
and severity.

Mean age 76–853.
MMSE range 18–25, mean 20

and moderate to severe
impairment.

Cognitive stimulation
aimed at general
enhancement of cognitive
and social functioning.

No treatment,
standard treatment
or placebo.

Behaviour, problem
(change in BPRS,
MOSES, NPI)

10/11

Woods
et al.(2005)

May 2004 Dementia of any type or cognitive
impairment

Mean age 76.3–85.7
dementia or moderate to severe

cognitive functioning

Reminiscence therapy.
Minimum 4 weeks, 6
sessions, led by
professional staff or
trained care-workers

Control activity or
no treatment

Behaviour
post-treatment
(change in CAPE,
PBRS,
MDS-ADL)

9/11

Pharmacological interventions
Jansen et al.

(2011)
June 2009 Dementia of any severity or type

Mean age: 77–88
MMSE: moderate

Melatonin, orally
administered, for
managing cognitive,
behavioural (excluding
sleep) and mood
disturbances.

Placebo or no
treatment

Psychopathological
behaviors (change
in NPI, ADAS-non
cog, NPI-Q, at 4–7
weeks)

9/11

Ma et al.
(2014)

June 2013 Dementia of any type
Mean age 77–83.
Severity not reporteda

Second generation
antipsychotics

Placebo NPI (change from
baseline)

9/11

Nelson and
Devanand
(2011)

May 2010 Diagnosis of dementia and
depression.

Mean age: 768
Mean HDRS: 23
Dementia severity not reported

Antidepressants for
dementia and
depressionb

Placebo NPI (response rates) 7/11
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Table 1. Continued

review
date of
search

population criteria , age
& dementia severity of
included studies. intervention comparison

outcomes
(measurement
scales used)

quality
appraisal
(amstar)

.......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Pieper et al.
(2013)

March 2012 Dementia diagnosis, any type.
Mean age: intervention arm: 85,

control arm 87.
Severity: moderate to severe.

Interventions targeting a
reduction in the person’s
pain or distress and/or
behaviour. Includes pain
medication, analgesia,
and drug therapy.

Usual care Behaviour (NPI-NH
total at endpoint)c

7/11

Seitz et al.
(2011)

October 2011 Dementia of any type or severity,
without concomitant major
depressive disorder

Mean age: NR
MMSE: 8–23.

Antidepressants with
primary outcome
treatment of psychosis,
agitation or other NPS.

Placebo Behaviour (NPI
change in total
score)

11/11

Seitz et al.
(2013)

February 2011 Dementia of any type, >50% in
residential care.

Mean age: 84–85
Mean MMSE: 7–11

Mood stabilizers
(anticonvulsants)d

Placebo Neuropsychiatric
symptoms (change
in BPRS total
score)

7/11

Tan et al.
(2014)

November
2013

Probable or possible Alzheimer’s
disease.

Mean age 73–86
MMSE range: 10–19

Cholinesterase inhibitors
(donepezil, galantamine,
rivastigmine) and
memantine

Placebo Behaviour (change in
NPI scale)

7/11

Abbreviations: ADAS = Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment Scale; AMSTAR = Assessing the methodological quality of systematic reviews; BAT = Behaviour Assessment Tool; BPRS = Brief
Psychiatric Rating Scale; BPSD = Behavioural and psychological symptoms of dementia; BSAD = Behavioural Symptomatology in Alzheimer’s Disease scale; CAPE = Clifton Assessment
Procedures for the Elderly; CMAI = Cohen–Mansfield Agitation Inventory; ESEP = Evaluation Scale for Elderly Patients; HDRS = Hamilton Depression Rating Scale; MBCL = Memory &
Behaviour Checklist; MCI= mild cognitive impairment; MMSE= Mini-Mental State Examination; MOSES = Multidimensional Observation Scale for Elderly Subjects;
NPI = Neuropsychiatric Inventory; NPI/NH = Neuropsychiatric Inventory /Nursing Home; NPI-Q = Neuropsychiatric Inventory-Brief Questionnaire Form; NPS = neuropsychiatric
symptoms; NR = not reported; PC = Problem Checklist; RAGE = Rating Scale for Aggressive Behaviour in the Elderly; RMBPC = Revised Memory and Behaviour Problem Checklist.
aSeverity of dementia not reported, however the majority of trials included patients with psychosis and/or other behavioural symptoms.
bSingle included RCT reporting global BPSD outcomes versus placebo was for sertraline hydrochloride.
cData extracted from original RCT as suitable data for calculation of SMD not reported in review.
dOnly divalproex sodium included as not considered clinically appropriate to pool the different pharmacological agents; most evidence existed for divalproex (two RCTs).
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Figure 2. (Colour online) The effect of alternative treatments for the management of behavioural and psychological symptoms of

dementia on global BPSD measures. Note: antidepressant estimate of effect is from a review of antidepressants for the treatment of

agitation and psychosis. Abbreviations: CI = confidence interval; SMD = standardized mean difference.

participants) did not demonstrate a statistically
significant improvement in BPSD (Van’t Leven
et al., 2013).

A review of reminiscence therapy was included
as the highest quality review of recreational
interventions identified (Woods et al., 2005).
Pooled data from two studies demonstrated a
significant improvement in global BPSD, however
only 20 participants are included in this analysis.
One larger study (66 participants) reporting
outcomes measured on a different scale found no
significant effect. The quality of evidence overall for
reminiscence therapy was considered very low.

Pharmacological interventions

Four of the pharmacological interventions demon-
strated a significant reduction in global BPSD.
Two anticholinesterase inhibitors had a small, but
statistically significant effect (donepezil 10 mg:
three studies, 795 participants, SMD −0.15, 95%
CI −0.29 to −0.01 and galantamine 24 mg: two
studies, 1,016 participants, SMD −0.15, 95% CI
−0.28 to −0.03) based on high quality evidence

(Tan et al., 2014). The quality of available evidence
was greatest for atypical antipsychotics and a small
but statistically significant effect on reducing BPSD
was observed (14 studies, 3,158 participants, SMD
−0.13, 95% CI −0.21 to −0.06) (Ma et al., 2014).
Pain management with analgesics (using a stepped
protocol) also had a significant effect on reducing
global BPSD, however the quality of the evidence
was considered low and was based on a single RCT
(294 participants, SMD −0.24, 95% CI −0.47
to −0.01) (Pieper et al., 2013). There was no
statistically significant reduction in global BPSD
with the other pharmacological interventions.

The effect estimate for two pharmacological
interventions was not summarized in Figure 2 and
is presented in Table 2. A review of antidepressants
for people with dementia and concomitant de-
pression included one study (44 participants) that
reported global BPSD outcomes. No significant
effect was observed (SMD −0.25, 95%CI −0.85
to 0.35; very low quality evidence) (Nelson and
Devanand, 2011). A review of melatonin reported
a significant reduction in BPSD based on pooled
data from two studies of melatonin at four to seven
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Table 2. Global BPSD outcomes for included systematic reviews not summarized as pooled standardized mean difference (SMD)

review intervention

number of
studies
(participants)

outcome
measure summary of effect (95%ci)

quality of
the evidence
(grade)

.......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Non-pharmacological interventions
Forrester et al. (2014) Aromatherapy 2 (134) NPI mean change Data were not pooled due to

heterogeneity (I2 =89%) Effects
for each study: MD −15.80
(−24.40 to −7.20) MD 2.80
(-5.84 to 11.44)

Very low

Van’t Leven et al. (2013) Dyadic caregiver
interventions

8 (1015) Behavioural
problems

Data were not pooled due to
heterogeneity

Effects for each study:
SMD -0.66 (−1.20, −0.12)
SMD 0.27 (−0.17, 0.72)
SMD −0.05 (−0.33, 0.24)
SMD 0.13 (−0.14, 0.40)
SMD −0.10 (−0.43, 0.24)
SMD −0.36 (−0.88, 0.16)
SMD −0.51 (−0.83, −0.19)
SMD −0.28 (−0.63, 0.07)

Low

Woods et al. (2005) Reminiscence therapy 3 (86) Change in behaviour
post-treatment

Data were not pooled due to
heterogeneity

Effects for each outcome measure:
MD 7.61 (2.42, 12.80)a,b

(CAPE-Behaviour)
MD 2.20 (−11.84, 16.24)a (BPRS)
MD 0.42 (−4.91, 5.75)

(MDS-ADL)

Very low

Pharmacological interventions
Nelson and Devanand

(2011)
Antidepressants for

depression (sertraline)
1 (44) NPI (response rates) SMD −0.25 (−0.85 to 0.35) Very low

Jansen et al. (2011) Melatonin 2 (121) Psychopathological
behaviors (change
in NPI, ADAS-non
cog, NPI-Q)

MD −3.48, 95% CI −4.89 to −2.07 Moderate

Statistically significant effects are highlighted in bold.
Abbreviations: ADAS = Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment Scale; BPRS = Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale; CAPE = Clifton Assessment Procedures for the Elderly; CI = confidence interval;
GRADE = Grades of Recommendation, Assessment, Development and Evaluation; MD = mean difference; NPI = Neuropsychiatric Inventory; NPI-Q = Neuropsychiatric Inventory-Brief
Questionnaire Form; SMD = standardized mean difference.
aOne study (N−10) included in both outcomes. bTotal N = 20 for this outcome.
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weeks (MD −3.48, 95%CI −4.89 to −2.07; 121
participants) (Jansen et al., 2011). Another study in
the review found no significant effect on BPSD at
two years follow-up (MD −2.70, 95%CI −7.70 to
2.30; 19 participants). The quality of the evidence
was rated moderate; however the low number of
participants indicated a serious risk of bias in terms
of the precision of the estimates.

Adverse events

Of the eight non-pharmacological interventions
included in this overview, six of the reviews
reported on adverse events and none of these
reviews reported any significant increased risk of
adverse events due to the intervention (Table 3).
All of the reviews which examined pharmacological
interventions reported on adverse events. The re-
views for memantine, antidepressants (sertraline),
and mood stabilizers (divalproex) also reported no
significant increased risk of adverse events due to
the intervention (Seitz et al., 2011; Seitz et al.,
2013; Tan et al., 2014). Melatonin was also not
associated with any increased risk of adverse events,
but the authors did note a significant worsening of
mood after 12 months with melatonin compared
to placebo (Jansen et al., 2011). Analgesics had
very few reported adverse events (three participants
were excluded because of drowsiness and nausea)
and a similar loss to follow-up in intervention and
control group, based on a single RCT (Pieper
et al., 2013). Atypical antipsychotics were reported
to be associated with an increased risk of many
adverse events including somnolence, extrapyr-
amidal symptoms, cerebrovascular adverse events,
urinary tract infections, edema, gait abnormality,
and death compared to a placebo (Ma et al.,
2014). Also, cholinesterase inhibitors (donepezil,
galantamine, and rivastigmine) were associated
with an increased risk of several adverse events
including dizziness, headaches, nausea, vomiting,
diarrhea, and anorexia compared to a placebo (Tan
et al., 2014).

Discussion

BPSD significantly impact on the quality of life
of both people living with dementia and their
caregivers (Hurt et al., 2008). Management of
BPSD is also a significant workplace issue in
community, hospital and residential aged care
settings in terms of adequately training staff
in prevention, de-escalation and management
techniques. Multiple reviews and individual trials
have been published examining the effectiveness of
various interventions for BPSD and the wide range
of information sources can provide conflicting

information when used to inform practice. The
current review attempts to provide an overview of
the evidence base and compare the effectiveness of
a range of interventions, by summarizing existing
systematic reviews.

This overview summarizes RCT evidence for
the effects of 17 different interventions for the
management of BPSD. A statistically significant
effect in improving global BPSD was seen for func-
tional analysis-based interventions, music therapy,
analgesics, melatonin, donepezil, galantamine, and
atypical antipsychotics. The low-quality evidence
supporting the effectiveness of music therapy and
analgesics indicates some uncertainty in these
findings. Although the melatonin review reported
a significant reduction in BPSD in pooled data
from two studies, there was also reported to be
a significant worsening of mood at 12 months
(Jansen et al., 2011). Given these conflicting
findings, overall the evidence for melatonin is
considered insufficient to conclude whether or
not it is effective in the treatment of BPSD.
Importantly, the non-pharmacological approaches
have a similar effect size for treating global BPSD
to the pharmacological approaches. However, the
non-pharmacological approaches did not have
any reported adverse events, whereas, atypical
antipsychotics and cholinesterase inhibitors were
reported to have an increased risk of many adverse
events in comparison with placebo.

Internationally, clinical practice guidelines for
dementia recommend that non-pharmacological
approaches for the management of BPSD should
be used as a first line approach and that phar-
macological treatments should be used in addition
to, not as a replacement for, non-pharmacological
approaches (Azermai et al., 2012; Guideline
Adaptation Committee, 2016). While the quality
of the evidence base for non-pharmacological
approaches is generally lower than for pharma-
cological treatments, it is noteworthy that the
estimates of effect size of these interventions is
similar to that of the pharmacological treatments
and that the non-pharmacological treatment are
not associated with any adverse events. The
estimated effect sizes for antipsychotics, donepezil
or galantamine were 0.03–0.05 greater than that
for functional analysis-based interventions (0.13
or 0.15 vs. 0.10). However, functional analysis-
based interventions have a significant impact on
global BPSD based on moderate quality evidence,
indicating that this intervention should be used as
first line treatment whenever possible, due to the
lack of possible side effects (Moniz Cook et al.,
2012). Such interventions include the antecedent
(triggers), behavior description and consequence
approach (ABC approach) and involves analyzing
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Table 3. Adverse events of the interventions, as reported in the included reviews

intervention (review
first author , year) adverse events described in the included reviews
.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Non-pharmacological interventions
Functional-analysis based

interventions (Moniz
Cook, 2012)

The review states “no indications from the outcome measures of the 18 studies
included in the current analysis of any harm or distress to participants with
dementia.”

Psychological therapy
(Orgeta et al., 2014)

“Psychological treatments for people with dementia appear to be safe, with no adverse
events reported in the literature.”

Music therapy (Ueda,
2013)

No data on adverse events were reported.

Cognitive stimulation
(Woods et al., 2012)

The review states “there were no reported side effects or adverse effects of any of the
cognitive stimulation interventions.”

Exercise (Forbes, 2015) None of the included trials which reported on adverse events reported any serious
adverse events that could be attributed to the exercise intervention.

Aromatherapy (Forrester,
2014)

No difference in adverse events of aromatherapy compared to placebo.

Dyadic caregiver
interventions (Van’t
Leven, 2013)

No data on adverse events were reported.

Reminiscence therapy
(Woods, 2005)

The review states “No harmful effects were identified.”

Pharmacological interventions
Atypical antipsychotics

(Ma, 2014)
Significantly higher risk for somnolence, extrapyramidal symptoms, cerebrovascular

adverse events, urinary tract infections, edema, gait abnormality, and death
compared to placebo. Some adverse effects had incidence rates of >5% and were
observed in most trials.

Cholinesterase inhibitors
(Tan, 2014)

Dropouts from the trials for any reason were significantly greater for 12 mg daily
rivastigmine and 32 mg daily galantamine than with placebo. Dropouts due to
adverse events were significantly higher for 10 mg daily donepezil, 12 mg daily
rivastigmine, and 32 mg daily galantamine compared to placebo.

The review states “Significant risks were reported for the following adverse events:
dizziness and headache on 5 mg daily donepezil; nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, and
anorexia on 10 mg daily donepezil; nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, anorexia, and
dizziness on galantamine; and nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, anorexia, dizziness, and
headache on rivastigmine.”

Memantine (Tan, 2014) Memantine was not significantly associated with more dropouts or adverse events.
Analgesics (Pieper, 2013) Only one RCT which had very few reported adverse events (three participants were

excluded because of drowsiness and nausea) and similar loss to follow-up in
intervention and control group.

Mood stabilizers
(Divalproex) (Seitz,
2013)

Similar or lower rates of withdrawals overall and withdrawals due to adverse events
with divalproex compared to placebo in the two RCTs.

Melatonin (Jansen, 2011) The review states “No reported adverse effects.” However, the authors did state a
significant worsening of mood after 12 months.

Antidepressants
(Sertraline) (Seitz, 2011)

Only one RCT, no difference in withdrawal due to adverse events or withdrawal due
to any causes in sertraline treated group compared to placebo.

the cause or purpose behind a person’s behavior, to
produce a targeted strategy to address the behavior,
rather than using a single, “one size fits all”
approach. The efficacy of functional analysis-based
interventions was not maintained at six month
follow-up in this review and therefore functional-
analysis based interventions may not have a long-
term beneficial effect. However, the long-term
benefits of functional analysis based interventions
warrants further research as the evidence at 6

months was only based on four studies rather
than 12 which reported immediate effects post-
intervention.

Further research in the form of high quality
randomised trials and systematic reviews measuring
global BPSD outcomes is required for other
non-pharmacological therapies including massage
and recreation therapy (including reminiscence
therapy) to enable assessment of their effectiveness
and comparison to the existing alternatives.
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Antipsychotics are reported to be used widely in
residential care and in people living with dementia
despite repeated warnings about the associated
harms (i.e. increased risk of cerebrovascular
events and death in people living with dementia)
(Douglas and Smeeth, 2008; Corbett and Ballard,
2012). The recent Beers criteria for potentially
inappropriate medication use in older adults
strongly recommend that antipsychotics for BPSD
or delirium in dementia “should be avoided unless
non-pharmacological interventions have failed or
are not possible and the older adult is threatening
substantial harm to self or others” (American
Geriatrics Society Beers Criteria Update Expert
Panel, 2015). While there are likely to be
cases of severe BPSD where there is a risk
of harm to the person living with dementia or
others, for which alternative approaches may not
be possible, the current review emphasizes the
value and potential effectiveness of alternatives,
given that the magnitude of effects is similar.
It is noteworthy that the magnitude of effect
seen with antipsychotics is not greater than that
seen with donepezil or galantamine. Further, the
greatest effect seen with any pharmacological
intervention was that associated with a stepped
analgesic approach and the greatest effect size
for BPSD was seen for music therapy, although
the quality of the evidence supporting these
interventions is low, so additional studies are
required to provide a better estimate of any effect
size. Given the potential harms associated with
the use of antipsychotics, these findings support
recommendations that antipsychotics should be
reserved for those with severe symptoms where
non-pharmacological approaches have failed or are
not feasible (Schneider et al., 2005).

It is likely that patients enrolled in the trials of
different interventions may have been experiencing
different symptoms with a variation in severity, and
that this may influence the effectiveness of any
treatment investigated. However, the information
provided in the existing systematic reviews was
generally inadequate to draw clear conclusions
about this. Nevertheless, participants in the single
trial of exercise had quite advanced dementia,
(mean MMSE 8.8) and it is possible that this is a
factor in the lack of effectiveness of exercise seen in
this trial (Forbes et al., 2015).

While the advantage of this overview is that it
provides a succinct summary of evidence across
a range of interventions, one of the limitations is
that this review was limited to reported outcomes
of global BPSD and therefore it does not capture
the effectiveness of these treatments on subdomains
of BPSD symptoms such as depression, agitation
or disinhibition. It is acknowledged that in many

cases clinicians may need to target therapies
to individual symptoms. However, the evidence
provided here is mainly based on widely used
scales for BPSD, such as the NPI. Similarly, the
generalizability of findings in populations with
Alzheimer’s disease or mixed dementia subtypes
to other types of dementia such as frontotemporal
dementia is unknown. As this is an overview
of existing systematic reviews, we accepted the
inclusion criteria, ratings of quality, and meta-
analytic methods of the authors of the included
reviews and there is therefore the possibility of some
inconsistency across the interventions. In addition,
more recent trial evidence may be available for
some interventions (e.g. for reminiscence therapy
and melatonin) that would not be included in
the reviews cited. None of the included reviews
reported outcomes data as number needed to
treat/harm. Future research should include this
statistic to allow for a more complete comparison
of intervention harms and effects. Furthermore, the
majority of the included reviews did not provide
summary data to show the exact numbers of
participants with different types of dementia. The
interventions searched for in this review were based
on discussions with the Guidelines Adaptation
Committee (2016) during the development of the
Australian clinical practice guidelines for dementia;
some more novel interventions may not have been
included in the scope of the review.

Conclusions

Overall, this overview provides support for using
the non-pharmacological approach of functional-
analysis based interventions as first line therapy
for BPSD, due to the significant impact on
global BPSD measures, moderate quality evidence
and the lack of adverse events. Music therapy
may also be effective in the management of
BPSD; however, further high quality evidence
would be useful to strengthen the support for its
use. Many other non-pharmacological approaches
require additional research to enable adequate
evidence for the assessment of their effectiveness
as alternative treatments. This overview highlighted
that non-pharmacological approaches have similar
effect sizes to pharmacological approaches, but
with a lower risk of adverse events. This emphasizes
the value in the clinical use of non-pharmacological
approaches and these should be used as a first
line treatment where possible. Where these have
failed or are not appropriate for the individual,
the benefits of cholinesterase inhibitors, not
only for management of cognitive symptoms
but also for BPSD, and the assessment and
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treatment of pain should be considered, although
evidence supporting this is low. This overview
provides further support for reserving the use of
antipsychotics for severe cases of BPSD where there
is a serious risk of harm to the person with dementia
or others, given the increased risk of serious adverse
events and the small magnitude of effect.
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